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 A Short Guide to the Future

The Future will come slowly, like someone creeping down a long corridor towards you. You will watch The Future creep down the corridor towards you and you will remark to yourself about what a lot of time you have before it gets anywhere near you. And then one day there it will be: tapping you on the shoulder, holding out a set of silver clothes for you to put on. 

“Put these silver clothes on,” The Future will say. 

And after you have put your silver clothes on, you will look at your wife who will also be wearing a set of silver clothes and you will look at your infant son, Dean, who will also be wearing a set of silver clothes, and there in the future, you will all be sitting calmly in a circular room, allowing a silver, egg-shaped device to emit a pink, vibrating mist, which you as a family will focus on, calmly, the way you used to focus on TV programmes about baking or home refurbishments. 

In the future, your wife will give birth to a son, Dean, who, when he was still just a worryingly large bump in your wife’s stomach, you both referred to, jokingly, as ‘Little Dean’. 

Little Dean will be gigantic. 

Little Dean will be the biggest baby the nurses at the hospital have ever seen before. He will have to be born extremely premature, by a special procedure. You will ask them – the nurses, the doctors, the midwives – if they’ve ever seen a baby as big as Little Dean before. You will ask if there’s something wrong with him. The nurses and doctors and midwives will talk amongst themselves for a while and then say, No, he’s just bigger. 

Everything about Little Dean will be on a bigger scale. 

It will take both you and your wife, physically, to carry him home. 

At night, in the future, when Little Dean cries, it will sound like a grown man doing an impression of a baby crying. You and your wife, in the future, will love Little Dean ferociously, as if poised, ready to attack anyone who might make any kind of comment about, or acknowledgement of, just how large, how scaled-up, Little Dean is. 

You will wait for Little Dean to stop growing or, at least, for all the other babies to catch up with him.

Little Dean will lap them. 

Little Dean will grow and grow and you will hide him away, which is fine, because in the future everyone will kind of hide themselves away anyway. 

In 2017, and 2018, and 2019, Little Dean will become one, and two, and three years old, and you will home-school him via the internet. 

Little Dean will wipe his sausage-like index finger across the oval touchscreen of his baby’s iPhone, leaving a translucent smear in the shape of a boomerang. 

At night, sometimes, you will sing a made up song to Little Dean – a song about all the things in the world going to sleep at the same time. 

Goodnight, baby’s iPhone, the song will say. 
Goodnight, circular bedroom.
Goodnight, silver pyjamas. 
Goodnight, Little Dean. 

And after he’s gone to sleep, you will wander through to your circular living room, to discover that he’s left himself logged in to his online nursery. You will look at the avatar that Little Dean has chosen for himself and it will be like all the avatars Little Dean ever chooses for himself: slim and tiny. 

ME: Siri, I’m worried about my son. 
SIRI: What’s the problem, Chris?
ME: I’m not sure. 
SIRI: I can’t help you, Chris, unless you tell me what the problem is.
ME: Is Little Dean going to be okay, in the future?
SIRI: There is nothing physically wrong with your son, Chris. 
ME: What about emotionally. I don’t know. I just feel worried. 
SIRI: There is nothing emotionally wrong with your son, Chris. He is a bright, healthy toddler. 
ME: Siri, please print me a pizza and chips. 
SIRI: You know I can’t do that, Chris.

In 2021, four months after your fortieth birthday, a silver egg-shaped device will be released. The silver egg-shaped device will emit a kind of pink, vibrating mist. The silver egg-shaped device will be affordable. Everyone – except for those in extreme, third-world-country situations – will buy one for their home. Their circular home. 

You will not need to buy more than one silver egg-shaped device per circular home, unless of course you live somewhere really huge – the kind of place, for instance, that you and your wife have talked about moving to, occasionally, re: “what do we do if Little Dean carries on growing at his current rate?” 

This mysterious, egg-shaped device, will be just one of the many miraculous, slightly sarcastic-seeming inventions that will casually populate your life here in the future.

When did we all start wearing silver clothes, you’ll think, one day in the menswear department of an M&S, blinded for moment by the light reflecting off all the jumpsuits. And when did all the buildings become circular, you’ll think, wandering around it, trying to find the way out. 

By now Little Dean will be seven years old. 

You will have had to buy his silver jumpsuit in a teenager’s size. 

When he grips your hand, you will have to say, “Careful, not so tightly.” 

A little later, in a car so round and bulbous it will look swollen, you will stare at the wheel-less dashboard and wish you had something to do. 

There will be no stops programmed in between ‘M&S’ and ‘circular home’ and the steady 45 miles per hour will feel just slightly too fast, like things are a touch out of your control. 

Also, if you wanted to change course, you would have to actually reach out and flip up that translucent plastic covering thing by your left knee and actually program in somewhere else, with your actual finger, which, right now, seems impossibly complicated and manual. 

Instead, sitting back in your seat and attempting to smooth out the oddly billowing crotch area of your silver trousers, you will remember a motorway service station, way back in 2013: the sheer physicality of it, all those harshly-lit little areas that you had to walk between, all those real men and women standing behind the counters of the WH Smith’s and the Burger King that you actually had to hand pieces of money to and say please and thank you to with your mouth. You’ll remember all those tiny little decisions you had to make for yourself: 
Costa or Little Chef? 
Mars Bar or Salt and Vinegar Walkers?

Where are those now? 

Where are those kinds of decisions for Little Dean to make in the world, here in the future, where everything is time-released and just appears, when needed, in brand-less tubes and packets? 

Begin to compose, vaguely, a lesson about the things Little Dean might be able to learn re: motorway service stations of the past, but not know quite how to verbalise it, not know quite what you are getting at, and feel all the stiff, fused-up cogs of your brain not moving quickly enough or far enough to produce anything worth saying out loud to a gigantic seven-year-old boy. 

“Daddy?” Little Dean will say, there next to you in what used to be called ‘the passenger seat’ of your bulbous, driverless car. 

“Yes son?”

“I’m bored.” 

ME: Siri, how long before the world ends?
SIRI: Popular scientific thought suggests that the earth will last anywhere between one hundred and half a billion years, although there are growing concerns due to global warming that might signal a premature end, more in the region of twenty to fifty years, Chris.
ME: Siri, what’s Little Dean doing right now?
SIRI: Right now, Dean is lying awake in his bedroom, humming, Chris.

One morning, you will put your silver trousers on back to front and wear them like that for hours, your head too busy churning with worry for you to notice, until at some point, in your circular kitchen in the early afternoon, your wife will point towards the saggy, drooping, bag-like area of your crotch and you will say, “Fuck’s sake.” 

Go through to the living room, which doubles as the home-schooling area.

Look at your son: ten years old, lying splayed out on the floor. There will be a pair of goggles balanced on his head and, hidden somewhere in the swirling, vibrating pink mist around him, will be his paused, tiny avatar.

 “Remember when you used to sing me that song, when I was a baby?” he will say.

“Yes,” you’ll say. 

“You used to carry me around my bedroom, singing goodnight to everything.” 

“That’s right,” you’ll lie. “I picked you up and carried you.”

“I had that dream again,” you will say to your wife, who will not quite wake up. The dream is of someone inflating Little Dean, cartoonishly, and then sending him up into space with a rope tied to his ankle. 

“Hnh?” your wife will say. 

“Nothing,” you’ll say. “Sorry. Go back to sleep.”

Close your eyes.

Attempt to go back to sleep, while the image of Little-Dean-as-huge-silver-helium-balloon continues to float, vulnerably, around your skull. And then your thoughts will be interrupted by a soft chiming, which will mean that one of the child sensors has gone off in Little Dean’s room, which means that he’s woken up too. 

You should really deactivate those child sensors. 

It’s 2028. 

Little Dean has just turned twelve. 

Open your eyes again and there he will be: silhouetted in the doorway, big as a man, right on the brink of puberty.

“I had a bad dream,” he’ll say. “Can I get in your bed?”
“Of course,” you’ll say. 

“What was it?” you’ll ask, once he’s crawled into bed next to you. “What was the bad dream about?” 

“I dreamt that it was the future and everything and noisy and falling apart,” he’ll say, “and you weren’t there.”
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